Big architects are often progressive intellectuals; even those regarded as more conservative always manage to cultivate some fad or snobbism that sets them apart. In general, they are better dressed than artists, travel a great deal and are always calling each other on the phone. When they are not talking about the financial problems which eternally aftlict them or about work, they know how to have a good time and are open to adventure. They can be recognized by a special quality in their gaze, conveying an amused, c)Tiical detachment, and by the sly smile of those who possess secret information. -Barbara Radice, 198?! After rejecting both modernism and postmodernism as explanatory models, architects have become reluctant to commit to any particular relation to culture. Instead, the architectural neoavant-garde ignores broader questions of culture in order to seek out ways of producing autonomous form using methods derived from extra-architectural systems. The pages of Any magazine and A.D. parade the new programs for generating form: the fold, new biology, repetition, fi-actal geometry, the formless, and so on.
THRESHOLDS 15. FALL 1997 25 KAZYS VARNEUS TPŶ et paradoxically, the neo-avant-garde's turn to autonomy and rejection of commodity implicates it in commodity culture, for the neo-avant-garde is nothing so inuch as a form of Iiciute couture.
As Val Warke has explained in his discussion of the fashion system in architecture, the neo-avant-garde, like fashion's hnule couture, is intrinsically anti-populist. Through extreme statements, the neo-avant-garde and haute couture serve to attract attention to the discipline and to point out new directions for a small audience of fashion-hungry consumers and producers. In Doing so is simply uncritical and irresponsible.
We must realize that the most urgent task for both architect and critic in the first years of the next millennium will be devising new strategies for dealing with, rather than ignoring, COMMODITY CULTURE. Rather than taking up uncompromising positions, such strategies will contain different degrees Teenagers tend to reject that which is provided for them in favor of appropriating things for themselves; strategies need to address the urban teenage counterpublics in order to create a suitable architectural institution devoted to teenagers in trouble. My strategy is threefold:
Stealth Architecture: on architecture that can convey multiple meanings through its appearance or perform multiple functions and accommodate programmatic overlapping; the architecture is 'two-faced,' overcoming teens' tendencies to reject the voice of authority.
(in) Visibility: the teenage obsession with image is a given; adolescence is a time when outward appearance is of utmost importance; at times teenagers occupy spaces with minimal visibility so as to slip out of adult space; at other times they choose to be visible; at the movie rfieater for example, when teenagers put themselves on display.
Fashion: Teenagers tend to reject that which adults provide for them: however, this is not true in terms of fashion. For example, Nike sneakers are marketed directly at teenagers and have tremendous success; disputes over shoes have been known to spark violence among teenagers.
The architecture must deal with a client/patron perpetually in flux. The fashion industry is able to do this due to its ephemerolity, or rather its use of relatively inexpensive materials and its constant adjustment to prevailing tastes in popular culture. Fashion is accepted as a commodity that is replaced periodically-architecture is not. However, there are examples of adjustability in the built environment: due to the way that it is mode, the billboard is able to change as required. The flat surface can be layered with up-to-the-minute messages adjusting to the popular taste.
The billboard substitutes graphics for form; it substitutes dispensable materials for those which ore permanent.
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